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TbLL rqort hasbem reproduced directly from the best available copy. hope to advance the state of the art in this field by more than 50 years. As shown in Fig. 1 , the energy of military explosives has risen steadily in the past two hundred years. The data base of organic compounds was, however, a few hundred in 1800 and is now millions.
It has become so difficult. to find the next supermolecule that a new approach is needed.
Where can this work go? If we were able h offer a truly revolutionary explosive, the level of funding in Department of Defense areas could easily increase from $lM to $3-4M. Very high performance materials could be important in future DOE explosive-driven experiments. The success of this project would also revitalize the entire LLNL explosives community, including shaped charge development and warhead design, formulation, synthesis, and theory. We have benchmarked our performance prediction system against a large number of known explosives of varying performance.
We find that the current computational system is sufficiently accurate to distinguish between common explosives. For instance, we show in Figure 3 detonation velocities predicted by CHEETAH with theoretical and experimental densities and heats of formation. The calculated densities and heats of formation are sufficiently accurate to yield a good estimated detonation velocity. In order to pursue such high performauee targets, it is absolutely eesential to have a reliable estimate of the molecular stability and the explosive's likely shock end impact
sensitivity. An explosive molecule will only be weful if it can be hrmdled with acceptable aefety. l'herafore we plan tu concentrate our future theoretical efforte on sensitivity and stability prediction. New techniques are beginning to enter inta the study of detonating explosives. A detonating explosive generates a shock wave running at a high velocity and pressure.
When this hits another material that is more dense, a reflected shockwave is created. By now, the explosive has broken apart into gaseous products like nitrogen and carbon dioxide, still at high pressure. The reflected shock wave, called a resho& now tier compresses and heats this gas. Theories and models exist for the initial detonation, but virtually nothing has been done about the reshock, although these occur in many explosive devices. The schematic in Fig. 6 shows an apparatus to explore reshocks. A metal impactnr thrown by a gas-driven gun, hits an aluminum plate and detonates the nitromethane, a liquid, transparent explosive. The shock wave runs to the right, hitting the dense sapphire window. The reshock then travels back to the left to reverberate off the aluminum. The varied thicknesses allow reshocks to be measured at difTerent times. Light comes out the window and its blackbody spectrum allows the temperature to be calculated.
Aluminum
Nitromethsne Fig. 6 . Schematic of the reshock experimental apparatus.
The measured data is shown in Fig. 7 . The nitromethane detonation velocity is obtained horn the transit time across the sample. The temperatures are shown, with the reshock being hotter. The importance of this is in providing information that can be used to calibrate the hydrodynamic codes ("hydrocodes") used at this Laboratmy. Fig. 8 This is a kick-off experiment, which would hopefhlly lead our laboratory int.a modern reshock measurements.The next step is to measure the sound speed in the reshocked products as a i%nctionof distance, ie. pressure. This will lead to a total evaluation of the exisitag equations-of-state.
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